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Abstract

Economic growth requires confidence in the state’s ability to enforce secure ex-
change. But when states selectively enforce rule of law, political considerations can
moderate the trust that buyers have in sellers. I argue that political connections pro-
duce moral hazard in exchange and introduce biases in judicial enforcement. Buyers
avoid trade with relatively powerful sellers, and, in this context of unequal enforce-
ment, formal contracts accentuate power inequities by only protecting politically con-
nected buyers. I created a legal business in Senegal to randomize whether salespeople
signaled their political connections and offered formal contracts during transactions.
The results show that relatively politically powerful sellers decreased—while formal
contracts increased—buyers’ propensities to trade. However, formal contracts only
boosted trade among connected buyers. These findings show how asymmetric politi-
cal connections can impede daily trade and intensify economic inequalities in devel-
oping contexts, while simultaneously demonstrating the limits of state institutions for
mitigating politically-driven moral hazard.
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1 Introduction

Confidence in basic forms of exchange is a fundamental building block for societies (Arrow 1972;

North 1991). For an economy to function and grow, buyers must be confident that sellers will

honor purchases and deliver the products promised to them. This is particularly true for modern

markets where payment is due prior to product delivery, and where opportunities arise for seller

moral hazard—pocketing payment and failing to deliver promised goods. Such seller moral hazard

has become a salient problem for both firms and individuals in developing countries as emerging

markets grow. Businesses cannot always rely on repeated trading relationships (e.g. Baker, Gib-

bons and Murphy 2002), and consumers similarly engage in one-shot exchanges with sellers who

offer delivery contingent on payment. Agreeing to buy and at least partly pay an unfamiliar seller

before a good is delivered is a common feature of modern economies.

In countries with weak or selectively enforced rule of law (e.g. Holland 2016), however, in-

equality in the application of rule of law can moderate buyers’ confidence in sellers (North and

Weingast 1989). These are places where who one knows can drastically affect business operations.

Knowing someone in government can serve as a form of protection from punishment: a seller’s po-

litical connectivity grants relative impunity in the case of failure to deliver promised goods. While

there are many benefits of political connections (e.g. Szakonyi 2018), these inequalities may stifle

trade by exacerbating perceptions of seller moral hazard. Furthermore, this context of informal

influences may complicate how citizens view the utility of state contracting institutions. Given the

ubiquity of legal inequalities in developing countries, understanding the factors that affect propen-

sities to engage in trade has significant implications for economic development.

In this paper, I propose a theory of seller moral hazard in exchange in societies with selective

rule of law. Due to the preferential treatment that political connections confer in these societies,

buyers believe that politically connected sellers can break contracts with relative impunity. As

a result, buyers avoid trade when sellers are relatively more politically connected and seek trade

when sellers are relatively less connected. In the context of these inequalities, state-backed formal
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contracts may fail to mitigate risk for all types of buyers: if contracts are more likely to be enforced

in favor of the politically connected, they may only be useful to politically connected buyers. This

theory implies that asymmetric political access shapes private-sector exchange, and that political

connections disrupt the function of formal institutions.

To study the impacts of political connections and contracts on private-sector exchange, I de-

signed a field experiment in the urban environment of Dakar, Senegal. Its mixture of semi-reliable

state institutions and salient informal influences made Senegal a fitting setting in which to test this

theory. The field experiment sought to replicate a natural trading environment with real financial

stakes and seller moral hazard. To that end, I created a legal business, and hired employees to sell

a mobile phone-credit service with delayed delivery to 1,458 households.1 In a factorial design, I

randomized whether, during transactions, my employees signaled their political connections and/or

offered formal contracts. I measured purchase rates as the primary outcome. To ensure that polit-

ical connections were credible and consistent across employees, I partnered with three influential

municipal councils in Dakar that hired and hosted my employees prior to implementation. During

transactions, employees briefly mentioned their work at the council to treatment households; this

resembled common practices in Senegal, where door-to-door sales are frequent and often involve

extended introductions. To measure buyers’ political connections—as well as to parse the mech-

anisms by which the treatments operated—I implemented an endline survey among the sample

several days after transactions.

The results of the field experiment show that when sellers signaled their political connections,

purchase rates declined. This finding demonstrates how political connections—even the low levels

of connections examined here—stifle exchange. Taking into account buyers’ political connections

shows that political asymmetries between the buyer and seller also moderated rates of purchase.

Exchange was at its highest when the buyer was most powerful: when the buyer was politically

connected but the seller was not. Additional tests show that these results were not driven by

other variables associated with political connections, nor were they driven by co-ethnicity or co-

1The business did not generate positive net profits; it was created solely for research purposes.
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religiosity, the primary competing explanations of non-state contract enforcement in markets like

Senegal. I also rule out the possibility that the political connection treatment operated by affecting

the perceived competence or quality of sellers. Rather, sellers’ political connections affect buy-

ers’ perceived recourse options: successfully resolving a contract dispute is an obstacle when the

opposing party is politically connected.

The results further show that formal contracts substantially increased propensities to trade.

This demonstrates that even in areas with weak rule of law, formal contracts can mitigate risk and

boost confidence in exchange. But exploring this result more deeply reveals a less rosy picture:

the positive effect of formal contracts was driven entirely by buyers who were politically con-

nected themselves. Offering formal contracts had no effect on unconnected buyers’ confidence in

exchange. This finding suggests that formal contracts may be useful only for already-privileged

citizens in societies with selective rule of law. In these contexts, state institutions may actually

perpetuate inequalities in private-sector exchange.

Overall, these results show that political connections stifle private-sector exchange, and that

formal contracts favor the powerful under weak rule of law. This paper thus makes several contri-

butions. First, this project shows how individualized political connections can constrain private-

sector growth. Work on political connections emphasizes the profitability of these connections (e.g.

Roberts 1990; Fisman 2001; Khwaja and Mian 2005; Faccio 2006; Szakonyi 2018). These studies,

however, condition on firms that already exist and trade that has already occurred. My findings,

by contrast, provide evidence that political connections may prevent deals from occurring in the

first place, implying that extant work may suffer from selection bias and thus overstate the value

of political connections. Furthermore, there has been a dearth of evidence connecting individu-

alized political connections—which serve different purposes than firm-level political connections

and thus operate through different theoretical channels—to private-sector economic outcomes in

modern, urban markets. I provide experimental evidence of this impact, carefully manipulating

seller moral hazard to elucidate key aspects of the theoretical dynamic. This paper thus builds the

evidence base for an important yet under-examined variable.
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Second, I show that political connections influence trade even when controlling for more

studied forms of social enforcement such as co-ethnicity and co-religiosity (e.g. Grimard 1997;

Sanchez de la Sierra 2018). Political connections are non-ascriptive, vary dynamically over time,

and affect demographically homogeneous societies. I thus argue that political connections merit

study as a variable separate from other forms of social group enforcement that rely on mechanisms

such as in-group pressure and reputation costs (Fearon and Laitin 1996; Habyarimana et al. 2007).

My findings suggest that political connections operate through an alternate mechanism: legal sys-

tem bias. Political connections may help to explain unequal development in the many places where

ethnicity is not a salient political dimension.

Finally, I provide evidence for the impact of institutions on private-sector economic growth

in states with weak rule of law. It is striking that contracts can increase confidence in exchange

in Senegal, despite its reputation for weak contract enforcement. The results of this paper sug-

gest that, even in trying environments, people do believe in the state to some degree. And while

existing work suggests that institutions are important because they facilitate trade and improve

growth prospects (e.g. North 1991; Acemoglu and Johnson 2005), I add nuance by pointing to

important distributional implications that are likely to enhance inequalities. I show that formal

contracts can accentuate power differentials, and may thus fail to protect non-connected citizens

in societies where recourse options depend on political connections. These findings demonstrate

that individual-level political connections can impede trade and limit the effectiveness of legal

institutions for growth.

2 Theory

In much of the world, particularly in developing democracies, states have the capacity to enforce

contracts and institutions are generally cooperative, but state agents are biased in the application

of rule of law toward certain parties (North 1990; Holland 2016).2 Those who possess connections

2See Appendix Section A.17 for a discussion of the literature on commitment problems in trade.
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to people in power receive preferential treatment, including in the business environment. This

can exacerbate buyer moral hazard (Sanchez de la Sierra 2018) as well as seller moral hazard—

pocketing payment and delivering substandard products or failing to deliver goods entirely.

2.1 Political connections and formal contracts in exchange

Political connections are invaluable to firms in states that selectively enforce the rule of law. Polit-

ically connected firms amass greater profit (Fisman 2001; Szakonyi 2018), achieve larger market

valuations (Faccio 2006), and gain access to preferential state financing (Khwaja and Mian 2005).

Dealing with politically connected firms can thus offer lucrative opportunities for potential business

partners, including access to wealthy markets, better capital, and a launching pad for developing

one’s own political connections. However, the relevance and probability of realizing these advan-

tages are different for individuals than for firms. While firms might value access to new markets,

for example, this benefit is irrelevant to individuals engaging in one-shot exchanges with busi-

nesses. And even though individuals have incentives to develop their own political connections,

they are unlikely to do so by trading with firm representatives they will never meet again. This is

especially true of the types of trade that I focus on in this paper, which are increasingly common

in modern economies: one-shot exchanges involving seller moral hazard.

For individual buyers, the risks of trading with connected sellers outweigh the potential bene-

fits. Buyers are hesitant to purchase from politically powerful sellers because connected sellers are

able to break contracts with relative impunity: the state’s selective application of the rule of law

enables connected people to escape punishment more easily than non-connected people (Lu, Pan

and Zhang 2015). In disputes with state-backed sellers, buyers expect the state—either in the form

of courts or the more commonly used police and local mediators—to enforce in favor of politi-

cally connected sellers (Frye 2004). In the presence of seller moral hazard, we should thus expect

sellers’ political connections to stifle exchange.

Hypothesis 1. Sellers’ political connections decrease the likelihood of exchange.

State-backed formal contracts could mitigate some of these moral hazard concerns. Contracts
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provide proof that a deal occurred, specify the responsibilities of the exchanging parties, and safe-

guard against hazardous exchanges (Williamson 1985). In large societies and economies, contracts

can serve as third-party enforcement mechanisms that enable exchange to occur (Dixit 2003). Em-

pirically, formal contracts have been shown to increase trade by improving agents’ confidence in

the trustworthiness and enforceability of exchange (Poppo and Zenger 2002; Sanchez de la Sierra

2018). Assuming some level of rule of law and function of enforcement institutions, we might thus

expect contracts on the margins to boost confidence in trade. But in countries with weak rule of

law, this effect is not a given, and varies depending on confidence in the formal institutions backing

exchange (Poppo and Zenger 2002).

Hypothesis 2. Formal contracts increase (do not have an effect on) the likelihood of exchange.

In places where sellers’ political connections intensify moral hazard in exchange, the interac-

tive impact of formal contracts is also unclear. On one hand, the imposition of formal contracts

could resolve the distrust that connections induce. On the other, problems of political connections

may be so severe that formal contracts themselves are subject to manipulation by the politically

connected. In these contexts, a contract may deepen moral hazard concerns by serving as an ad-

ditional form of influence for the politically connected. Thus, based on institutional context, we

should expect differential outcomes.

Hypothesis 3. Formal contracts complement (substitute) the impact of politically connected sellers

on exchange.

2.2 Political asymmetries in trading dyads

I argue that the advantages of political connections accrue not only to sellers with connections,

but also to politically connected buyers. Because connected buyers can access state enforcement

institutions—cutting through the red tape that holds up the majority of citizens—and benefit from

the bias of the state, connected buyers have powers that unconnected ones do not. A buyer’s po-

litical connections might thus mitigate concerns of seller moral hazard and factor into the decision
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calculus to engage in trade.

In line with this logic, asymmetric levels of political connections between sellers and buyers

may attenuate or heighten perceptions of risk. If political connections translate into favoritism

from the state, we should expect unequal buyer-seller political connections to moderate rates of

exchange. In the context of transactions characterized by seller moral hazard, buyers can assess

power differentials and make decisions to trade accordingly. While this implies that sellers may

possess incentives to hide their political connections, in developing democracies where informal

influences are rampant in the private sector, buyers often already have an idea of sellers’ connec-

tivity, or can quickly make these assessments based on extended introductions.3 (Im)balances in

the connectivity level of the trading dyad can thus factor into the decision calculus of buyers by

altering perceptions of seller moral hazard. Holding fixed the terms of a given deal, we should

expect a lower likelihood of trade when sellers are more powerful than buyers. Correspondingly,

buyers are more likely to enter into exchange when they have outsized influence relative to sellers.

In situations where buyers are on similar enforcement playing fields, the predictions are less clear.

When buyers and sellers are both unconnected, buyers may assume the worst about sellers’ poten-

tial connections and thus not enter into a deal. When buyers and sellers are both connected, the

playing field is relatively equal in terms of enforcement, and buyers may choose to trade, though

perhaps not as much as they would if sellers were unconnected. Table 1 summarizes these theoret-

ical predictions.

Hypothesis 4. Buyers are more likely to exchange when they are politically connected and sellers

are not, and less likely to exchange when sellers are politically connected and they are not.

Given these asymmetric political power dynamics, how do formal contracts moderate the per-

ception of seller moral hazard for connected and unconnected buyers? Formal contracts are ves-

tiges of the states that grant them power; if politically connected citizens have privileged access

and treatment vis à vis state institutions, the power to have contracts enforced may be concentrated

in the state-backed party. In the buyer-seller theoretical framework, politically connected buyers
3In Senegal, for example, introductions are extensive in nature, particularly for door-to-door sales.
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Buyer is politically connected

No Yes

Seller is No Intermediate probability of purchase High probability of purchase
politically

connected Yes Low probability of purchase Intermediate probability of purchase

Table 1: Theoretical predictions under asymmetric political connections

are more likely to have contracts enforced in their favor than unconnected buyers, holding con-

stant the seller’s level of political connections. Thus, connected buyers should place more value on

formal contracts for protecting their claims and mitigating concerns of seller moral hazard.

Hypothesis 5. Formal contracts increase the likelihood of exchange for connected buyers more

than unconnected buyers.

3 Context

3.1 Rule of law and methods of enforcement

Senegal is a multi-party democracy in West Africa. Despite its democratic tendencies, however,

Senegal’s rule of law institutions remain weak. The World Bank ranks Senegal at 140 of 190

economies in terms of overall ease of doing business, and 142 in enforcing contracts. Its judiciary

is based on French civil law, generally considered inferior to common law systems for securing

property rights and growth in Africa (Joireman 2001), and its legal institutions suffer from ex-

cessive procedural formalism, limited judicial independence, and high costs and waiting times

(Kondylis and Stein 2018). This results in negative perceptions on the part of citizens of the judi-

ciary’s accessibility.

Despite these weaknesses, Senegalese citizens place a relatively high degree of trust in legal

institutions.4 In my sample, 66.8% of respondents reported at least partial confidence in the courts,

4Appendix Figure A2 shows that Senegal ranks relatively highly within Africa for public trust in courts.
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and around 60% stated that courts, lawyers, and the police were likely to resolve hypothetical

contract disputes successfully. Still, most citizens are unlikely to use high-level courts or lawyers

to settle small-scale contract disputes—the type this project probes—due to the significant financial

and time costs. Citizens typically first attempt to resolve petty disputes amicably, which involves

contacting the defector (either directly or via shared social networks) and coming to an agreed-

upon resolution.5 If this fails, involving the local police or small claims court is the next step. All

of these means of enforcement become complicated by political connections, however.

3.2 Political connections in exchange

A commonly held view in Senegal is that political connections lead to preferential treatment at

all levels of the state. Especially with Senegal’s dense and convoluted bureaucratic structures,

knowing someone in power allows for quicker access, processing, and eventual success in matters

involving the state. Connections reduce the massive amounts of red tape with which “ordinary”

citizens must contend, and knowing even a low-level bureaucrat can enhance one’s chances of

gaining preferential access to institutions. Getting one’s foot in the door is often the most difficult

step of the enforcement process, but even non-direct connections help overcome this constraint via

shared governmental networks.6 Political connections thus play a significant role in the business

environment by determining access to means of enforcement. Even outside of court structures,

citizens anticipate that resolutions will be biased toward the person with more political power,

even when non-court dispute resolution mechanisms are used.

The consensus of my sample was that possessing some type of political connection decreases

the probability of punishment for contract breach. Only 14% of respondents said that political

connections do not help in court, while 76% stated that connections enable trading partners to

escape punishment when they break contracts. Figure 1 shows the extent to which respondents

5For a discussion of social forms of enforcement in Senegal, see Appendix Section A.18.
6For example, when asked how he resolved his contract dispute, a respondent in my sample stated that

his sister worked as a secretary at the local council, and was able to connect him to the local police chief,
who helped him file the correct paperwork.
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Figure 1: Perceived impunity of politically connected individuals in contract disputes

believe that people with connections to councils, courts, and police are able to escape punishment

during contract disputes. Overall, there is severe distrust in the enforcement process as it applies

to sellers with any type of political connection.

3.3 Contracts, transactions, and the phone credit market

A formal contract in Senegal typically takes the form of a written document that follows gov-

ernmental standards to be executable by local courts of law. Informal contracts are those that do

not meet this criteria, and are usually verbal agreements. In trade where delivery is made after

payment, contracts serve as more than de facto receipts. Formal contracts include terms and condi-

tions, delineate the contracting parties’ responsibilities, and outline procedures in case of contract

breach that makes resolving disputes more streamlined. Though often a required part of deals,

formal contracts in Senegal are sometimes offered optionally, because of the administrative and

time costs as well as parties’ differential valuations of contracts.

Transactions with delayed delivery to households are not uncommon in Dakar, particularly in

densely populated neighborhoods. While typically this type of sale on credit at the household level

has been done by informal traders, entrepreneurial growth in Senegal has led to an increase in

formal-sector household sales. In the process, previously informal marketplaces have formalized,
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and citizens have engaged in these types of exchanges at rapidly increasing rates. For example,

over 80% of respondents in my sample reported participation in door-to-door sales campaigns in

the past, many of which are run by major telecommunications companies in the country. The

marketplace for phone credit in Senegal lends itself to door-to-door sales. Very few people re-

ceive phone credit through telecommunications subscription services. Rather, most people buy

their phone credit as they require it, either from ambulatory traders, some of whom go door-to-

door, or from neighborhood kiosks. There is significant demand for mobile credit, and prices are

disproportionately high relative to income, particularly in middle-to-lower class neighborhoods.

Buyers are thus keen on alternate methods for receiving phone credit, especially when it comes

with competitive discounts.

4 Research design

I implemented a field experiment that allowed me to carefully manipulate seller moral hazard,

in order to test the effects of formal contracts and political connections on exchange. To ensure a

natural trading environment, I created and registered a legal, formal-sector business in Senegal, and

hired employees to offer a phone credit service via door-to-door sales in sample municipal districts.

In a factorial design, I randomized whether employees signaled their political connections, as well

as whether they offered formal contracts as part of the deal. An endline survey was conducted

several days after the transactions took place to measure buyers’ political connections. The real

economic environment and the panel structure of the data allows for the rare casual estimation of

the effect of political connections and formal contracts on exchange based on political asymmetries

in the trading dyad.

4.1 Business creation

In preparation for the experiment, I undertook the process of creating and registering a formal busi-

ness in Senegal. I completed the process in 2016 at APIX, Senegal’s primary agency for the pro-
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motion of investment and major works, which is also home to Senegal’s guichet unique (one-stop

shop) for formalizing a business. Despite the “one-stop” shop, the process took approximately one

month from start to finish, as registering the business required the acquisition of certain documents

that are not centrally controlled. This required visits to my local chef de quartier (neighborhood

chief), police department, and the Ministry of Justice. The result of the process was the successful

formalization of the business and the receipt of a unique business identification number called the

NINEA, which is commonly understood in Senegal as proof that a business is formal.7

The business, called Porte-à-Porte Sénégal (Door-to-Door Senegal, or PAPS), offered mobile

phone credits at a discount. Mobile credit was chosen as the activity of interest for three key

reasons. First, this resembled common sales practices in Senegal, where ambulatory traders sell

small items including phone credit directly to households.8 Indeed, 82% of respondents in my

sample said they had purchased items in similar door-to-door sales campaigns in the past. Second,

phone credit could be transferred to individuals via their mobile phone numbers, which ensured

there was no deception in delivery of goods at a later date—all buyers received the credit that

they purchased. Third, there is high demand in Senegal for mobile phone credit, which ensured

sufficient take-up of sales and helped to avoid floor effects.

4.2 Sample selection and partner municipal councils

A key treatment arm in the experiment required sellers to signal their political connections to

buyers. For both ethical and inferential reasons, I sought for my employees to have political con-

nections that were credible and consistent across the team. To achieve this, I partnered with three

influential municipal councils in Dakar, and arranged for my employees to work at these councils

prior to data collection. These municipal units are the level of government with which the average

citizen in Dakar interacts, and they have tremendous local influence across a range of political and

7Appendix Figure A1 shows a copy of the business registration.
8Though the formalized method my company used to sell credit at a discount was perhaps novel to some

buyers, it is not unusual during Senegal’s entrepreneurial boom in which small businesses have formalized
previously informal practices.
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economic dimensions. For the purposes of contract enforcement, being connected to the council

enables access to officials at numerous state organizations via shared governmental networks; these

connections open side doors to many enforcement institutions. Each of my employees performed

a weeklong internship at a partner council. The typical internship consisted of rotating between

the various divisions at the given council, gaining a sense of each division’s activities, and meeting

staff members throughout the council. A point was made to ensure that my employees knew the

names of the people in charge of each division, in case questions about the internship were asked

by well-connected buyers during transactions.

Of course, performing short internships with councils could result in a relatively weak type of

political connection, so this design might serve as a hard test of the theory proposed above. Still,

seemingly low-level political connections are important to daily life in Senegal, as they signal the

types of networks and resources to which an individual has access, regardless of how small the

connection may seem. Even casually knowing the right person can change one’s dealings with

bureaucratic structures entirely in the Senegalese context. Those without such connections do not

have access to the same recourse options that connected individuals—especially those connected

to powerful municipal councils—do in the event of contract breach. As demonstrated in a manip-

ulation check later in the paper, buyers considered my employees to legitimately possess political

connections.

Sellers worked at the councils of communes in which the experiment was implemented. I

thus followed a two-stage sample selection process for communes. First, each commune had to

meet specific criteria, including: 1) densely populated communes that are inhabited primarily by

lower-to-middle class workers for whom baseline take-up of discounted mobile credit would be

sufficiently high; 2) communes where household access would be relatively straightforward (e.g.

not obstructed by large gates, as is common in the wealthiest neighborhoods of Dakar); and 3)

communes where household sales are commonplace such that door-to-door transactions would not

be perceived as unusual. This first stage of sample selection yielded five ideal sample communes.

In the second stage of sample selection, I met with administrators from these five communes’
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Figure 2: Map of the Dakar peninsula, with sample districts shaded

municipal councils because implementation was conditional on councils’ acceptance of the project

and willingness to hire my employees as interns. Of the five communes that most closely met

the project’s criteria in the first stage, three municipal councils agreed to partnerships and allowed

my employees to work there: Golf Sud, Médina, and Pikine (shown in Figure 2). I hired nine

employees to work for my firm, and thus three employees worked at each council.

4.3 Treatment conditions

The experiment deployed a factorial design with three treatment arms to test the effects of political

connections and formal contracts on economic exchange. In the first arm, sellers randomly sig-

naled their municipal council political connections to buyers. They did so by briefly mentioning

their former work experience at the beginning of transactions, during the lengthy introduction pe-

riod that is common to household transactions in Senegal.9 Rather than recreate a general trading

equilibrium, this treatment aimed to induce buyers to consider the implications of sellers’ political

connections. Because on first consideration this treatment may appear artificial or strange to buy-

ers, in the endline survey I asked buyers about their suspicions and skepticism, and ultimately find

no effect based on treatment status (see Appendix Table A11).

In the second treatment arm, sellers included a formal contract as part of the deal. The contract

9Appendix Section A.2 presents the general protocol that enumerators followed.
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contained key information about the terms of the deal, method of payment, and delivery. Critically,

the contract also included a clause on the method of conflict resolution and procedures for recourse

in the case of contract breach.10 If PAPS failed to deliver the quality or amount of mobile credit

that buyers purchased, the contract stipulated that attempts would be made to resolve the dispute

amicably before bringing the case before local courts. This mirrored the language of standard

contracts in Senegal. Indeed, the contract was reviewed and approved by a Senegalese law firm,

which deemed it to be executable in local courts of law. Sellers explained the contract as part of the

transaction, and briefly mentioned that the contract contained information about recourse options.

In this treatment arm, buyers and sellers were both required to sign two copies of the contract in

order to execute the deal, as is standard in Senegal; the buyer kept one copy, and PAPS kept the

other.

For the third and final treatment arm, sellers again offered formal contracts as part of the deal,

but in this arm the formal contract was optional. To mimic the transaction costs of contracting,

buyers receiving this treatment could elect to have a formal contract for a marginal additional cost.

This is consistent with the costs of contracting in Senegal, where, at the end of some transactions,

sellers offer a receipt or contract at a very small fee. Sellers explained this fee as an administrative

requirement due to the costs of contracting in the formal sector, which was consistent with buyers’

expectations. While there is a risk that some buyers may have found this option to be unusual,

Appendix Table A12 shows that, in line with expectations in Senegal, this treatment arm did not

raise buyers’ levels of suspicion. The two formal contract treatment arms attempted to capture

variation in the extent to which sellers constrain themselves with contracts; in some cases, they

fully constrain themselves by requiring a contract to be signed, and in others, the formal contract

serves more as a non-binding signal. Table 2 summarizes the components of the factorial design

and shows the six treatment groups.

10Appendix Section A.3 includes a translation of this clause.
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Contract availability
No contract Contract (required) Contract (optional)

Signaled No 1. Pure control 2. Required contract 3. Optional contract
Connections Yes 4. Connection 5. Connection + required contract 6. Connection + optional contract

Table 2: Factorial treatment groups

4.4 Data collection

There were two main stages to data collection: 1) the transaction phase during which sellers sold

the phone credit service, and 2) an endline panel survey several days after transactions took place.

During the transaction stage, sellers followed the randomization scheme and conducted door-to-

door sales in the three sample communes. At the end of each transaction, sellers completed a

self-administered survey in which they noted the questions buyers asked during transactions, as

well as answered subjective questions about buyers’ politeness, confusion, and suspicion. In total,

sellers conducted transactions with 1,458 respondents.

Three to five days following the transactions in each district, enumerators conducted an endline

survey with the sample. Endline surveys were always done by different enumerators than who

performed the original transactions, in order to minimize social desirability bias for questions about

seller quality and competence, as well as to avoid awkwardness of being surveyed by someone

previously associated with a business deal. Of the 1,458 buyers who participated in transactions,

enumerators conducted the endline survey with 1,422 respondents.11

Critically, the endline survey included questions that measured buyers’ political connections.

Enumerators asked respondents about family, friends, and personal experience working at a variety

of state institutions, including national government, councils, courts, and the police.12 I code re-

spondents as politically connected if they report a connection. This follows from the understanding

11Appendix Table A2 shows that treatment arm does not predict differential rates of endline attrition.
Covariates for missing respondents at endline were imputed using sample means; results throughout are
robust to excluding these missing respondents.

12Appendix Table A13 shows that buyers’ to whom sellers had signaled political connections do not
over-report their own political connections.
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Figure 3: Percentage of respondents with connections

that in Senegal, possessing any political connection can improve enforcement probability relative

to unconnected citizens, as even low-level connections can help grant access to otherwise hermetic

institutions. Figure 3 shows the percentage of the sample reporting political connections. The end-

line survey also included questions about buyers’ motivations for accepting or rejecting the deal,

their perception of sellers’ political connectivity, their past business transactions and use of for-

mal contracts and courts, and basic descriptive covariate information including gender, education,

ethnicity, and religion.

4.5 Randomization

I implemented a block randomized design whereby six geographically sequential sample house-

holds constituted a block, and all six treatment groups were represented in that block. Blocks

were thus essentially micro-neighborhoods, similar in both observable and unobservable street-

level variation. To minimize the risk of spillovers between buyers, enumerators ensured a distance

of at least 50 meters between households.13 Enumerators offered the deal to only one person per

household, in order to avoid within-household spillovers.14 With 486 sample households in each

13Only 1.6% of respondents reported telling someone farther away than a next-door neighbor about the
deal, which, coupled with the rapid succession of transactions, is highly unlikely to have caused spillover
effects.

14The household limit was explained to respondents as an administrative constraint due to the initial
roll-out phase of the business.
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of the three sample communes, the total sample consisted of 1,458 buyers.15

4.6 Measurement of primary outcomes

The primary outcome at the transaction stage of the experiment was the level of phone credit

that the buyer purchased, if at all. Sellers offered phone credit at competitive rates to incentivize

acceptance of the deal, ensuring sufficient take-up to avoid floor effects. The rates PAPS offered

were comparable to the discounts regularly promoted by the wireless company itself, with a key

difference that our “bonus” credit was of higher quality: while the wireless company’s bonus credit

is not eligible for transfers, subscription purchases, or internet access, the bonus credit that PAPS

offered was as good as regular mobile credit and thus highly desirable. The discounted rates did

not raise buyers’ suspicions, because they aligned with expectations for this market in Senegal; the

only novel feature was the higher-quality bonus credit, a believable promotion in the competitive

phone credit market.

Buyers could choose from three purchase option levels that were designed to be increasing in

risk. First, to receive credit nearly instantly, buyers could pay 700 CFA and receive 1000 CFA

worth of credit. At this level of purchase, the primary risk involved was that the bonus credit

delivered was of lower quality than sellers had promised. Second, to receive a greater amount of

credit (1500 CFA) at a cheaper price (500 CFA), buyers could opt for a second—and riskier—level,

for which credit delivery would occur three days after the transaction took place.16 This level

naturally required a greater amount of buyer trust in sellers, and attempted to mimic the typical

hold-up problems in modern markets. While at first glance this delayed delivery may have seemed

odd to buyers, sellers explained that the delay was due to administrative processing requirements

that were part of the business model which enabled these competitive rates. These types of terms

were not new to most buyers, the majority of whom had participated in similar sales with delay in

15During an initial screening step, over 99% of respondents said they had a cell phone and were interested
in cheap phone credit, and thus these logistical constraints are unlikely to affect the interpretation of results.

16The difference in cost between the first and second levels was decided after extensive piloting; the fram-
ing of “less money for more credit” was rhetorically useful for inducing respondents to seriously consider
the risk of the second level.
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Categorization Level Cost Credits received When phone credit arrived

Declined deal 0 - - -
No delay 1 700 CFA 1000 CFA A few minutes

Lower-risk delay 2 500 CFA 1500 CFA In 3 days
Higher-risk delay 3 1000 CFA 3000 CFA In 3 days

Table 3: Main outcome: Phone credit purchase levels
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Note: 0 signifies a refusal, 1 is the no-delay deal, 2 is the low-risk deal, and 3 is the high-risk deal.

Figure 4: Distribution of purchase levels from buyers.

the past.17 The third and final purchase option available to prospective buyers attempted to further

increase the risk; this level required the largest amount of money (1000CFA) in order to receive

the most phone credit (3000CFA), again with a three-day delay. The per capita daily income in

the sample communes is approximately 1500 CFA (⇠3 USD), so the costs of these options were

non-marginal to respondents. I code the outcome using a four-point scale, as shown in Table 3,

that corresponds to the level of purchase selected.18 Approximately 30% of the sample purchased

some level of phone credit; Figure 4 shows the distribution in outcomes.

17The piloting prior to the experiment helped to ensure that the levels of the deal struck the correct balance
of competitiveness and risk, as well as ensured that respondents were not taken aback by the nature of the
delayed delivery.

18Results throughout are robust to using dichotomous codings of purchased at all and purchased with
delay (see Appendix Section A.9).
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4.7 Estimation

I estimate average treatment effects with the following fully saturated OLS specification:19

yi = a +b1connectioni +b2required contracti +b3optional contracti

+b4(connectioni ⇥ required contracti)+b5(connectioni ⇥optional contracti)

+gXi +hb +qe + ei (1)

where yi is the purchase level chosen by respondents, Xi is a matrix of covariates, hb are random-

ization block fixed effects, and qe are enumerator fixed effects. To estimate the marginal effect

of each treatment arm, I remove the interaction terms. To estimate heterogeneous effects, I in-

teract the relevant covariate with the treatment terms. All tests in the paper are two-sided unless

registered in the pre-analysis plan as one-sided.

4.8 Randomization validation and manipulation check

As a heuristic for the randomization procedure’s success, I estimate equation (1) using individual

covariates to show that respondent-level traits do not predict treatment assignment. As shown in

Appendix Table A1, there is balance on these covariates across treatment groups. The two-sided

joint F-test of the restriction that each treatment group is indistinguishable from the others was

rejected at the 10% level in only one case.

Important for inference is that the political connection signal successfully induced buyers to be-

lieve that sellers were connected. To that end, the endline survey included questions about buyers’

beliefs of sellers’ political connectivity. Table 4 shows that respondents in the connection signal

group were 20.7 percentage points more likely to believe that sellers were politically connected,

suggesting that the political connection signal was indeed transmitted effectively.

19Results are robust to using an ordered probit model to account for the non-continuous dependent vari-
able (see Appendix Section A.6).
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Table 4: Buyer belief of seller connections driven by connection signal

Outcome: seller is connected

Connection signaled 0.207⇤⇤⇤

(0.020)

Control mean 0.169
Control outcome std. dev. 0.378
Fixed effects Yes
Controls Yes
Observations 1,458

Note: ⇤p<0.1; ⇤⇤p<0.05; ⇤⇤⇤p<0.01

Notes: The outcome is a dichotomous coding of the question “Do you think the seller is connected to those in
political power?” where the affirmative is coded as 1. The specification is estimated using OLS, and includes
randomization block and enumerator fixed effects. Controls include gender, age, education, employment status,
and student status. * denotes p < 0.1, ** denotes p < 0.05, *** denotes p < 0.01 from two-sided tests.

5 Results

To test the aggregate effect of political connections and formal contracts on exchange, I first esti-

mate average treatment effects. I then take account of buyers’ political connections to examine the

role of political power asymmetries in exchange, and how they affect the utility of formal contracts.

5.1 The impact of political connections and formal contracts on exchange

What is the overall impact of signaling political connections and offering formal contracts—as

required and optional parts of the deal—on propensities to trade? I estimate average treatment

effects (ATEs) using both saturated and marginal-effect models. To rule out competing theories

of social enforcement, I estimate all models with interactive controls between treatment groups

and an indicator for buyer-seller co-ethnicity or co-religiosity, which in Senegal are the dominant

informal social institutions for enforcement (Cruise O’Brien 1971; Koter 2013; Gottlieb 2017).

In this experiment, approximately 23% of transactions occurred between buyers and sellers of

the same ethnic or religious group.20 The models also control for covariates that could affect

acceptance of the deal, including age, education level, employment status, whether the buyer was

20The seller team represented all of the main ethnic and religious groups in Senegal.
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a student, and gender. Results remain substantively unchanged throughout when excluding these

controls.

Table 5: Average treatment effects

Outcome: Purchase level
Unpooled Pooled

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Political connection signal �0.074 �0.057 �0.082⇤ �0.057
(0.081) (0.052) (0.061) (0.051)

Required contract 0.165⇤⇤ 0.197⇤⇤⇤ 0.138⇤ 0.174⇤⇤⇤

(0.084) (0.063) (0.072) (0.054)

Optional contract 0.053 0.045
(0.085) (0.064)

Political connection signal 0.064 0.072
⇥ required contract (0.109) (0.094)

Political connection signal �0.016
⇥ optional contract (0.108)

Control outcome mean 0.515 0.515 0.529 0.529
Control outcome std. dev. 0.871 0.871 0.895 0.895
Fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes
Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 1,458 1,458 1,458 1,458

Notes: Each specification is estimated using OLS. The outcome is the level of purchase chosen (0 to 3). Specifi-
cations include randomization block and enumerator fixed effects. Controls include gender, age, education, em-
ployment status, and student status, and interactive controls between treatments and buyer/seller co-ethnicity/co-
religiosity. * denotes p < 0.1, ** denotes p < 0.05, *** denotes p < 0.01 from two-sided tests and pre-specified
one-sided tests.

Table 5 shows that the impact of political connections was consistently negative. Although

noisy, this offers suggestive support that sellers’ political connections can stifle exchange by en-

hancing moral hazard. However, these results do not take into account buyers’ political connec-

tions, and might thus obscure important variation that forms around asymmetric political power.

In the next section, I incorporate buyers’ levels of political connections to assess if asymmetries in

political connections impacted confidence in exchange.

The results in Table 5 also paint an interesting picture of the role of formal contracts. The re-
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ported estimates show that offering a formal contract substantially boosted confidence in exchange

in the aggregate. However, these results only obtained when the contract was a required part of

the deal, not when buyers could opt for the contract. These effects are particularly pronounced

in the higher-powered marginal effect estimation (model 2 in Table 5), where the required formal

contract treatment arm represented a 38.2% increase in the outcome over the control group. The

substantial effect of the required contract treatment arm vis-à-vis the optional contract treatment

arm suggests that formal contracts in these environments work best when the seller demonstrates

self-constraint as an inherent part of the deal. Considering that all models control for predictors

of social enforcement, these results suggest that formal contracts in Senegal have additional utility

to buyers beyond social considerations. Taken as a whole, these results show that formal contracts

can indeed boost trust in exchange, even in low-income countries with weak norms of enforcing

property and contracting rights.

In the optional contract treatment group, approximately 40% of buyers paid the additional fee

for the contract, though this was not driven by the political connection treatment (see Appendix

Section A.7). Thus, while there does seem to be value placed on formal contracts such that a

sizable portion of respondents were willing to pay extra to have them, this was not driven by

concerns of sellers’ political connections. As enumerators mentioned the optional contract toward

the end of transactions, and as the results show that this did not move people to trade, the evidence

suggests that this treatment arm was conceptually similar to not including a contract at all. Moving

forward in the paper, I pool the optional contract treatment group with the control group to improve

statistical power. Models (3) and (4) in Table 5 include these pooled results. Results remain

substantively similar when pooling or dropping the optional contract group.

Turning to the models’ interactive terms, the results are inconclusive: though formal contracts

appear to mitigate some of the distrust that political connections induce, the estimates are too noisy

to conclude complementary effects. This stands in contrast to previous work that has shown that

social enforcement can substitute for formal enforcement, though as I have argued above, political

connections affect exchange through different channels than social enforcement mechanisms. I
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parse the relationship between connections and contracts more deeply in Section 5.3 by taking into

account buyers’ political connections.

5.2 Imbalances in buyer-seller political connections affect exchange

Asymmetric political power between buyers and sellers implies differential access to the state,

and, as a consequence, unequal privileges for contract enforcement. The theory outlined in this

paper suggests that we should thus expect to observe differences in rates of exchange as a func-

tion of imbalances in the trading dyad. It is therefore necessary to take buyers’ levels of political

connections into account. To test whether unequal political power dynamics between buyers and

sellers affected rates of exchange, I estimate local average treatment effects (LATEs) by interacting

the political connection treatment with buyers’ political connections. Of course, buyers’ political

connections were not randomized as part of the experiment, and these connections may be in-

dicative of other traits that are also associated with propensities to trade. However, as I show in

Appendix Section A.11, buyers’ political connections are not strongly correlated with education

or employment, among other variables, and the results throughout the paper are robust to includ-

ing interactive treatment controls for these potential confounders. This lack of correlation makes

sense in Senegal, where possessing connections is not necessarily a signal of other forms of priv-

ilege such as wealth; this is especially true in the middle-to-lower class neighborhoods where I

implemented the field experiment. Furthermore, by using block fixed effects—where blocks are

essentially micro-neighborhoods in which there is little household variation in confounders such as

income—I attempt to minimize the risk of confounding interpretations of heterogeneous treatment

effects.

How do imbalances in political power affect trade? Figure 5 presents decomposed results by

buyers’ and sellers’ political connections.21 Below the figure are the means of each subgroup, as

well as difference tests from linear restrictions on Equation 1. I present raw means and standard

deviations in Panel A, and in Panel B present the covariate-adjusted differences and standard errors,

21Appendix Table A5 presents these results in table form.
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Panel A: Group means Mean (std. dev.)
A. Unconnected seller and unconnected buyer (n = 346) 0.503 (0.879)
B. Connected seller and unconnected buyer (n = 362) 0.486 (0.875)
C. Unconnected seller and connected buyer (n = 360) 0.636 (0.958)
D. Connected seller and connected buyer (n = 354) 0.548 (0.871)

Panel B: Difference tests Estimate (std. error)
Effect of connection signal for connected buyers (D�C) -0.164 (0.083)⇤⇤

Effect of connection signal for unconnected buyers (B�A) -0.013 (0.084)
Most powerful buyer � least powerful seller (C�B) 0.127 (0.092)⇤

Connected buyer � unconnected buyer [C+D]�[A+B] 0.076 (0.053)⇤

Difference-in-differences [D�C]�[B�A] -0.126 (0.099)

Notes: Panel A presents group means of the four subgroups along and their standard deviations. Panel B presents
differences and standard errors estimated using OLS with linear restrictions. Difference tests include randomiza-
tion block and enumerator fixed effects. Controls include gender, age, education, employment status, and student
status, and an interaction between treatment and buyer/seller co-ethnicity/co-religiosity. The outcome is the level
of purchase chosen (0 to 3). * denotes p < 0.1, ** denotes p < 0.05, *** denotes p < 0.01 from two-sided tests
and pre-specified one-sided tests.

Figure 5: Outcomes by buyer and seller connection

using the same fixed effects and controls as earlier models. As Figure 5 shows, most likely to trade

were connected buyers purchasing from unconnected sellers. These buyers had greater political

power and recourse options if the deal went awry, and were less likely to experience enforcement

problems against the seemingly unconnected sellers. This subgroup was thus the least at-risk of

buyers. When the seller and buyer were both connected, however, there was a sizable decrease in

acceptance of the deal, in line with the expectation that options for recourse diminish when one’s

trading partner is politically connected. This drop-off was less pronounced among unconnected

buyers. In line with expectations, the group least likely to exchange were unconnected buyers
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doing business with connected sellers; these buyers perceive the most risk because sellers’ outsized

political connections diminish the probability of successful enforcement should it be necessary.

Overall, non-connected buyers were less likely to purchase the deal than connected buyers.

This could be due to uncertainty: the lack of the seller’s signal of political connections does not

mean the seller was unconnected. Those without connections are less likely to successfully dis-

tinguish connected parties from non-connected ones; the political symmetry or lack thereof is less

certain than for connected buyers. The difference in the treatment effect between connected and

unconnected buyers (the difference-in-differences) is relatively large though statistically insignifi-

cant. As with the ATE estimates, the heterogeneous results by buyers’ connections include inter-

active treatment controls for co-ethnicity/co-religiosity and thus suggest that political connections

are operating through alternate channels.

5.3 Formal contracts only protect connected buyers

The ATE estimates in Section 5.1 showed that offering a formal contract increased the probability

of exchange overall. But how do formal contracts operate in the context of important political

connections? In a world where the ability to enforce contracts is biased towards the politically

connected, buyers may differentially value formal contracts based on their level of political con-

nectivity. To test this claim, I estimate the impact of the formal contract treatment arm by buyers’

political connections.

Figure 6 presents these results, which reveal an interesting pattern: the effect of formal con-

tracts on propensity to trade was driven almost entirely by connected buyers.22 Among uncon-

nected buyers, formal contracts had essentially no impact. These findings suggest that, while

formal contracts may improve confidence in exchange, they do so only for a particular subset of

the population: those who can be confident in their ability to sway enforcement in their favor dur-

ing disputes. Formal contracts thus do not serve to enhance the recourse options or protect those

who are otherwise powerless; they may be a viable enforcement solution only for those who are

22I provide the corresponding model output in table form in Appendix Table A5.
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Panel A: Group means Mean (std. dev.)
E. No contract and unconnected buyers (n = 479) 0.499 (0.875)
F. Formal contract and unconnected buyers (n = 229) 0.485 (0.882)
G. No contract and connected buyers (n = 465) 0.499 (0.856)
H. Formal contract and connected buyers (n = 249) 0.767 (0.997)

Panel B: Difference tests Estimate (std. error)
Effect of formal contract for connected buyers (H�G) 0.263 (0.085)⇤⇤⇤

Effect of formal contract for unconnected buyers (F�E) 0.068 (0.078)
Difference-in-differences [H�G]�[F�E] 0.183 (0.102)⇤

Notes: Panel A presents group means of the four subgroups along and their standard deviations. Panel B presents
differences and standard errors estimated using OLS with linear restrictions. Difference tests include randomiza-
tion block and enumerator fixed effects. Controls include gender, age, education, employment status, and student
status, and an interaction between treatment and buyer/seller co-ethnicity/co-religiosity. The outcome is the level
of purchase chosen (0 to 3). * denotes p < 0.1, ** denotes p < 0.05, *** denotes p < 0.01 from two-sided tests
and pre-specified one-sided tests.

Figure 6: The effect of contracts given buyers’ connections

already privileged.

5.4 Alternative hypotheses and robustness

5.4.1 No evidence of social enforcement via in-group bias or findability mechanisms

Shared social identity has been shown to reduce transaction costs, which could facilitate trade

(Besley, Coate and Loury 1993; Grimard 1997; Sanchez de la Sierra 2018). There is therefore a

possibility in the field experiment that social factors altered buyers’ expectations of contract en-

forcement. Buyers with similar social networks to sellers—in Senegal proxied by shared ethnic
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group or religious affiliation—may have experienced a greater sense of confidence and security in

the deal compared to out-group members. Furthermore, the treatment arms could have interacted

with the social mechanisms in ways that affected perceived enforcement probabilities. For exam-

ple, while political connections may be off-putting to buyers in the aggregate, they may be seen

as valuable if the seller who has them belongs to the same in-group network. As the estimates in

the preceding sections show, however, results are robust to interactive treatments with co-ethnicity

and co-religiosity. The heterogeneous treatment effects in Appendix Table A9 similarly show that

ascriptive social enforcement mechanisms do not drive results.

Findability mechanisms may also improve perceptions of social enforcement (e.g. Besley

1995; Miguel and Gugerty 2005; Habyarimana et al. 2007). In the business environment, knowing

where to find a trading partner might lower perceived risks of contract breach and thus increase

willingness to trade. During transactions, sellers stated the specific council at which they had

worked. I am thus able to test the findability hypothesis by creating a district match variable when

the council to which the seller was connected matched the buyer’s home district. As the esti-

mates in Appendix Table A10 show, enumerators’ enhanced findability did not have an impact on

exchange.23

5.4.2 Addressing confounding interpretations of political connections

A potential concern is that by signaling political connections, traders transmitted information about

their quality rather than induced considerations about the probability of contract dispute and en-

forcement. Questions in both the transaction stage and the endline survey attempted to measure

the validity of this concern. First, at the end of each transaction, sellers filled out a short survey

in which they recorded whether buyers asked follow-up questions, as well as their subjective mea-

sures of buyers’ levels of suspicion and politeness. Second, the endline survey asked buyers about

their perceptions of sellers’ quality and trustworthiness.24 I regress these measures of perceived

23Interactions with an indicator for the buyers’ political connections similarly do not yield significant
results.

24To reduce social desirability bias, the endline survey was conducted by different enumerators than the
transaction phase.
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Table 6: Quality measures from buyers and sellers

Buyer’s perception of... Seller’s perception of...
Seller’s quality Trustworthiness # of questions asked Buyer’s politeness Buyer’s suspicion
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)

Connection signal �0.037 �0.050 �0.027 �0.051 0.051⇤⇤ 0.077⇤⇤⇤ 0.030 0.021 0.052 0.066
(0.027) (0.034) (0.043) (0.052) (0.024) (0.030) (0.037) (0.045) (0.059) (0.072)

Contract 0.027 0.008 0.063 0.028 0.036 0.075⇤⇤ �0.022 �0.036 �0.029 �0.008
(0.029) (0.041) (0.045) (0.064) (0.026) (0.036) (0.039) (0.055) (0.063) (0.089)

Connection signal 0.039 0.070 �0.079 0.027 �0.041
⇥ contract (0.058) (0.091) (0.051) (0.078) (0.125)

Control outcome mean 3.603 3.603 2.485 2.485 0.952 0.952 3.476 3.476 0.884 0.884
Control outcome std. dev. 0.540 0.540 0.827 0.827 0.753 0.753 0.940 0.940 1.25 1.25
Fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 1,458 1,458 1,458 1,458 1,458 1,458 1,458 1,458 1,458 1,458

Notes: Each specification is estimated using OLS. Specifications include randomization block and enumerator
fixed effects. Controls include gender, age, education, employment status, and student status. * denotes p < 0.1,
** denotes p < 0.05, *** denotes p < 0.01 from two-sided tests.

quality on the treatment indicators, and present the results in Table 6.

The findings show that treatment did not drive respondents’ opinions of sellers’ quality, nor

did sellers sense a differential level of suspicion or politeness based on treatment status. However,

buyers asked a higher number of follow-up questions in both the connection and contract treatment

groups. Examining the nature of these questions more closely, the main types of questions asked

about the contract were logistical, such as where to sign and date, as well as some questions

regarding the terms of the contract. Questions related to the political connection arm were typically

about the nature of sellers’ work at councils and whether they were still based there. The sum of

evidence suggests that treatment effects were not driven by concerns over quality or competence.

6 Conclusion

In areas where rule of law is selectively enforced, political connections can produce moral haz-

ard in exchange. Using evidence from a field experiment in a naturalistic trading environment,

this article demonstrates that asymmetric political connections can affect basic forms of exchange.

By showing that political connections can prevent exchange where it would otherwise occur, this
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study suggests that research that observes outcomes conditional on trade may be clouded by sam-

ple biases and excessive focus on the intensive rather than extensive margin. And while existing

work focuses on ascriptive predictors of social enforcement such as co-ethnicity, I show that polit-

ical connections can explain patterns of trade even when accounting for social enforcement. The

findings of this paper suggest that low-level political connections of both sellers and buyers merit

consideration for understanding patterns of private-sector growth in developing countries.

This paper also provides causal evidence that state-backed formal contracts can boost confi-

dence in trade, even in an environment of weak norms of rule of law and contract enforcement.

Upon closer inspection, however, these results also highlight fundamental inequalities in devel-

oping democracies with uneven rule of law: formal contracts do not protect all buyers equally.

Rather, formal contracts primarily protect the claims of the politically powerful. This paper thus

implies the limits of ad hoc legal solutions in the presence of broader political inequalities. Para-

doxically, increasing the availability of formal contracts may intensify economic inequalities and

market segmentation.

This project was an initial step in identifying the impact of political connections on daily types

of economic exchange in modern developing markets. Future work would benefit from exam-

ining different types of markets and connections in order to form a unified theory across firms,

individuals, and sectors. As bureaucratic organizations determine much of citizens’ economic and

political lives, better understanding the determinants of access to these institutions may help further

illuminate inequalities in development. As emerging markets continue to develop, concerns over

seller moral hazard are only likely to grow. Understanding how informal influences like political

connections interact with state institutions for enforcement will thus be particularly important for

private-sector growth in the coming years.

I argue that the theory and findings of this paper are likely to apply to contexts where enforce-

ment institutions are weak and personal connections moderate access to the state. Indeed, these

conditions characterize the bulk of the world’s developing democracies. In societies where a state

apparatus exists for enforcing property rights and contracts, and where business occurs at such a
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scale that social enforcement mechanisms alone are not viable, agents must use a mixture of for-

mal and informal mechanisms for enforcing deals. This paper provides evidence for how informal

networks of political influence in these places can impede the function of formal institutions in

shaping private-sector economic development.

The role of asymmetric political connections in the private sector has distributive implica-

tions for ordinary citizens. When only the politically connected can contract with confidence, and

when those without connections are averse to exchanges with moral hazard, distinct economic net-

works can develop around differently privileged groups. This results in suppressed overall levels

of trade and inefficiencies in private markets. As marketplaces characterized by seller moral haz-

ard continue to grow, the scale of this problem will grow as well. Significant opportunities for

private-sector growth may either never come to pass or may further contribute to economic in-

equality. Breaking the connection between political connections and preferential enforcement will

be essential for unlocking more efficient private-sector growth.
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A.1 Business registration document

Figure A1: Business registration from APIX

A.2 Transaction protocol
The following is the translated protocol outline that enumerators followed during transactions.
While enumerators adhered to the essential substantive elements, the surrounding language was
extensively practiced and modified in Wolof in order to appear as natural as possible, as well as to
adapt to buyers’ interjections.
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Hello, I’m (introductions continue at length).

[Political connection treatment]: I recently finished working for the [Golf Sud /
Pikine / Medina] Municipal Council, where I worked closely with political staff and
developed solid relationships. I had a great experience, and got to know the people in
charge.

[All groups:] I’m now part of an exciting new business called Porte-à-Porte Sénégal,
which has been registered for almost a year. We’re offering a new and exclusive deal
because we want to develop our client base. We offer phone credit subscriptions at
a discounted rate, and offer savings to our customers. Our subscription offers are
detailed on this sheet. [Talk through the options.] For maximal savings, you pay us
now, and we deliver the phone credit to you in three days.

[Required contract treatment:] Because we’re a formal business, we can only do
this deal if you sign this contract, which was approved by a lawyer. The conditions are
detailed in the contract, including what happens in case of a contract breach. [Show
them the contract and answer any questions.]

[Optional contract treatment:] We are a formal business. If you accept the deal, we
can also offer you this contract which was approved by a lawyer, for a small additional
fee of 50CFA. You have the choice to accept or decline the contract. The conditions are
detailed in the contract, including what happens in case of a contract breach. [Show
them the contract and answer any questions.]

[All groups:] Would you like to take advantage of this deal? What subscription level
would you like?

A.3 Formal contract
The formal contract included a clause on conflict resolution in the case of contract breach. The
English translation of this clause is below:

“The parties expressly agree that any dispute or controversy arising out of or in con-
nection with this Agreement, including its interpretation, performance, or breach, oc-
curring during or as a result of its execution, shall be settled amicably, and, in the event
of persistent disagreement, brought before the competent courts of Senegal.”
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A.4 Balance

Table A1: Covariate balance across treatment groups

Covariate Observations 1. Control 2. Required 3. Optional 4. Connection 5. Connection + 6. Connection + F-test two-sided
mean contract contract signal required contract optional contract p-value

Gender 1458 0.519 +0.029 +0.025 -0.025 +0.045 -0.033 0.89
(0.032) (0.045) (0.045) (0.045) (0.045) (0.045)

Education 1458 3.684 +0.104 +0.073 +0.126 +0.121 +0.179 0.50
(0.111) (0.155) (0.155) (0.155) (0.155) (0.155)

Age 1458 35.331 -0.54 +0.556 -1.256 +0.519 +0.047 0.79
(0.867) (1.214) (1.216) (1.214) (1.214) (1.215)

Employment 1458 0.683 +0.029 -0.037 -0.038 +0.012 -0.015 0.35
(0.031) (0.043) (0.043) (0.043) (0.043) (0.043)

Student 1458 0.087 +0.039 +0.035 +0.051⇤ +0.026 +0.052⇤ 0.12
(0.022) (0.03) (0.03) (0.03) (0.03) (0.03)

Trust council 1458 1.649 +0.059 +0.184 +0.171 +0.098 +0.209⇤ 0.04⇤⇤

(0.081) (0.113) (0.114) (0.113) (0.114) (0.114)
Trust courts 1458 1.96 +0.091 +0.123 -0.048 -0.049 -0.045 0.67

(0.071) (0.098) (0.099) (0.098) (0.099) (0.099)
Use courts 1458 0.031 +0.011 -0.005 -0.001 +0.012 +0.003 0.95

(0.012) (0.017) (0.017) (0.017) (0.017) (0.017)

Notes: Coefficients are estimated by regressing covariates on treatment group using OLS. Standard deviations are
listed for the control group, and standard errors are listed for the treatment groups. * denotes p < 0.1, ** denotes
p < 0.05, *** denotes p < 0.01 from two-sided tests.

A.5 Attrition not predicted by treatment

Table A2: Attrition as predicted by treatment arm

Attrited
(1)

Political connection signal �0.005
(0.008)

Formal contract (required) �0.013
(0.009)

Formal contract (optional) �0.002
(0.009)

Control mean 0.046
Control std. dev. 0.209
Fixed effects Yes
Controls Yes
Observations 1,458
Note: ⇤p<0.1; ⇤⇤p<0.05; ⇤⇤⇤p<0.01

Notes: The specification is estimated using OLS. The outcome is whether a respondent is recorded as attrited. The
specification includes randomization block and enumerator fixed effects, and controls for gender, age, education,
employment status, and student status. * denotes p < 0.1, ** denotes p < 0.05, *** denotes p < 0.01 from
two-sided tests.
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A.6 Ordered probit

Table A3: Ordered probit results

Outcome: Purchase level
ATEs LATEs by buyer connections

Unpooled Pooled Pooled
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Political connection signal -0.147 -0.147⇤ 0.014 0.031 0.027
(0.137) (0.103) (0.142) (0.120) (0.120)

Required contract 0.243⇤ 0.211⇤ 0.044 0.072 0.070
(0.139) (0.119) (0.176) (0.129) (0.129)

Optional contract 0.062
(0.143)

Buyer connected 0.162 0.122 0.264⇤⇤ -0.016
(0.147) (0.134) (0.120) (0.105)

Political connection signal ⇥required contract 0.136 0.136 0.051
(0.000) (0.153) (0.240)

Political connection signal ⇥optional contract 0.001
(0.182)

Political connection signal ⇥buyer connected -0.342⇤ -0.263⇤ -0.255
(0.201) (0.162) (0.161)

Required contract ⇥buyer connected 0.286 0.381⇤⇤ 0.380⇤⇤

(0.242) (0.170) (0.170)

Political connection signal ⇥required contract 0.191
⇥buyer connected (0.342)

Fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 1,458 1,458 1,458 1,458 1,458 1,458

Notes: Each specification is estimated using ordered probit. The outcome is the level of purchase chosen (0
to 3). Specifications include randomization block and enumerator fixed effects. Controls include gender, age,
education, employment status, and student status, and interactive controls between treatments and buyer/seller
co-ethnicity/co-religiosity. * denotes p < 0.1, ** denotes p < 0.05, *** denotes p < 0.01 from two-sided tests
and pre-specified one-sided tests.
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A.7 Contract choice not motivated by political connections
The optional treatment group did not increase trade relative to the control group. Among the
buyers in the optional contract group who opted for the contract, however, did sellers’ political
connections influence their decisions? And did buyers’ own political connections factor into the
contract choice decisions? Table A4 shows that among this non-experimental subsample, choosing
the contract was not significantly associated with the political connection treatment nor one’s own
political connectivity.

Table A4: Contract choice as predicted by treatment

Outcome: Chose contract
(1)

Political connection signal 0.154
(0.286)

Buyer connected 0.197
(0.394)

Political connection signal �0.707
⇥ buyer connected (0.482)

Observations 137
Fixed effects Yes
Controls Yes

Notes: The specification is estimated using OLS. The outcome is whether a respondent chose the formal contract.
The specification includes randomization block and enumerator fixed effects, and controls for gender, age, educa-
tion, employment status, and student status. * denotes p < 0.1, ** denotes p < 0.05, *** denotes p < 0.01 from
two-sided tests.
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A.8 Table form of LATEs by buyers’ connections

Table A5: Heterogeneous effects by buyers’ connections

Outcome: Purchase level
Both treatments Connections only Contracts only
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Political connection signal 0.008 0.013 0.009
(0.085) (0.071) (0.071)

Required contract 0.072 0.082 0.081
(0.103) (0.075) (0.075)

Buyer connected 0.108 0.088 0.146⇤⇤ 0.014
(0.088) (0.080) (0.073) (0.063)

Political connection signal 0.017
⇥required contract (0.141)

Political connection signal �0.186⇤ �0.145⇤ �0.137⇤

⇥buyer connected (0.121) (0.098) (0.098)

Required contract 0.130 0.186⇤ 0.184⇤

⇥buyer connected (0.145) (0.102) (0.102)

Political connection signal 0.112
⇥required contract⇥buyer connected (0.207)

Control outcome mean 0.573 0.583 0.553 0.560
Control outcome std. dev. 0.871 0.871 0.871 0.871
Fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes
Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 1,458 1,458 1,458 1,458

Notes: Each specification is estimated using OLS. The outcome is the level of purchase chosen (0 to 3). Specifi-
cations include randomization block and enumerator fixed effects. Controls include gender, age, education, em-
ployment status, and student status, and interactive controls between treatments and buyer/seller co-ethnicity/co-
religiosity. * denotes p < 0.1, ** denotes p < 0.05, *** denotes p < 0.01 from two-sided tests and pre-specified
one-sided tests.
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A.9 Dichotomous coding of outcome
A.9.1 ATE estimates

Table A6: Average treatment effects with dichotomous outcome coding

Unpooled Pooled
(1) (2) (3) (4)

OUTCOME: PURCHASED AT ALL

Political connection signal �0.053⇤ �0.032 �0.043⇤ �0.032
(0.042) (0.026) (0.031) (0.026)

Required contract 0.046 0.068⇤⇤ 0.048 0.065⇤⇤

(0.043) (0.032) (0.037) (0.028)

Optional contract �0.004 0.007
(0.043) (0.032)

Political connection signal 0.044 0.034
⇥ required contract (0.055) (0.048)

Political connection signal 0.020
⇥ optional contract (0.055)

OUTCOME: PURCHASED WITH RISK

Political connection signal 0.001 �0.010 �0.014 �0.010
(0.036) (0.023) (0.027) (0.023)

Required contract 0.104⇤⇤⇤ 0.102⇤⇤⇤ 0.096⇤⇤⇤ 0.102⇤⇤⇤

(0.037) (0.028) (0.035) (0.028)

Optional contract 0.058 0.044 0.044 0.044
(0.037) (0.028) (0.028) (0.028)

Political connection signal �0.003 0.011
⇥ required contract (0.048) (0.041)

Political connection signal �0.029
⇥ optional contract (0.047)

Fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes
Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 1,458 1,458 1,458 1,458

Notes: Each specification is estimated using OLS. In the top panel the outcome is a dummy for whether a buyer
purchased any level of mobile phone credit, and in the bottom panel a dummy for whether the purchase level
involved delayed delivery. Specifications include randomization block and enumerator fixed effects. Controls
include gender, age, education, employment status, and student status, and interactive controls between treatments
and buyer/seller co-ethnicity/co-religiosity. * denotes p < 0.1, ** denotes p < 0.05, *** denotes p < 0.01 from
two-sided tests and pre-specified one-sided tests.
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A.9.2 LATE estimates

Table A7: Heterogeneous effects with dichotomous outcome coding

Both treatments Connections only Contracts only
(1) (2) (3) (4)

OUTCOME: PURCHASED AT ALL
Political connection signal �0.011 �0.006 �0.007

(0.044) (0.036) (0.036)

Required contract 0.004 0.012 0.013
(0.052) (0.038) (0.038)

Buyer connected 0.036 0.029 0.063⇤ 0.001
(0.045) (0.041) (0.037) (0.032)

Political connection signal 0.015
⇥required contract (0.072)

Political connection signal �0.068 �0.054 �0.051
⇥buyer connected (0.062) (0.050) (0.050)

Required contract 0.085 0.104⇤⇤ 0.103⇤⇤

⇥buyer connected (0.074) (0.052) (0.052)

Political connection signal 0.039
⇥required contract⇥buyer connected (0.106)

OUTCOME: PURCHASED WITH RISK
Political connection signal 0.026 0.014 0.012

(0.037) (0.031) (0.031)

Required contract 0.072 0.055⇤ 0.055⇤

(0.045) (0.033) (0.033)

Buyer connected 0.059 0.043 0.058⇤ 0.018
(0.039) (0.035) (0.032) (0.027)

Political connection signal �0.034
⇥required contract (0.062)

Political connection signal �0.081⇤ �0.049 �0.045
⇥buyer connected (0.053) (0.043) (0.043)

Required contract 0.004 0.049 0.049
⇥buyer connected (0.064) (0.045) (0.045)

Political connection signal 0.090
⇥required contract⇥buyer connected (0.091)

Fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes
Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 1,458 1,458 1,458 1,458

Notes: Each specification is estimated using OLS. In the top panel the outcome is a dummy for whether a buyer
purchased any level of mobile phone credit, and in the bottom panel a dummy for whether the purchase level
involved delayed delivery. Specifications include randomization block and enumerator fixed effects. Controls
include gender, age, education, employment status, and student status, and interactive controls between treatments
and buyer/seller co-ethnicity/co-religiosity. * denotes p < 0.1, ** denotes p < 0.05, *** denotes p < 0.01 from
two-sided tests and pre-specified one-sided tests.
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A.10 Afrobarometer: Trust in courts
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Figure A2: Trust in courts. Source: Afrobarometer 2016.

A.11 Correlates of buyers’ political connections

Table A8: Correlation table for buyer political connections and covariates

Buyer connected Gender Education Employed Age Student

Buyer connected 1 0.001 0.056 0.040 0.032 -0.023
Gender 1 -0.058 -0.203 0.038 -0.066

Education 1 -0.299 -0.257 0.480
Employed 1 0.138 -0.534

Age 1 -0.340
Student 1
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A.12 Heterogeneous effects by in-group

Table A9: Heterogeneous effects by co-ethnicity and shared religious network

Outcome: Purchase level
(1) (2)

Political connection signal �0.065 �0.057
(0.064) (0.051)

Formal contract 0.162⇤⇤ 0.174⇤⇤⇤

(0.077) (0.051)

Co-ethnic/co-religious 0.008 �0.023
(0.103) (0.095)

Political connection signal 0.025
⇥ formal contract (0.109)

Political connection signal �0.011 0.054
⇥ co-ethnic/co-religious (0.137) (0.113)

Formal contract ⇥ co-ethnic �0.244 �0.146
(0.167) (0.119)

Political connection signal 0.204
⇥ formal contract ⇥ co-ethnic/co-religious (0.237)

Control outcome mean 0.497 0.497
Control outcome std. dev. 0.864 0.864
Fixed effects Yes Yes
Controls Yes Yes
Observations 1,458 1,458

Notes: Each specification is estimated using OLS. The outcome is the level of purchase chosen (0 to 3). Specifi-
cations include randomization block and enumerator fixed effects. Controls include gender, age, education, em-
ployment status, and student status. * denotes p < 0.1, ** denotes p < 0.05, *** denotes p < 0.01 from two-sided
tests.
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A.13 Heterogeneous effects by district match

Table A10: District match and findability mechanisms

Outcome: Purchase level
Subsetted data Heterogeneous effects
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Political connection signal �0.072 �0.053
(0.067) (0.054)

Contract 0.208⇤⇤ 0.113 0.142⇤⇤

(0.084) (0.082) (0.057)

District match 1.351 1.357 0.907 0.900
(1.045) (1.039) (0.694) (0.693)

Political connection signal 0.058
⇥ contract (0.115)

Political connection signal 0.012 0.025
⇥ district match (0.115) (0.093)

Contract ⇥ district match 0.005 �0.018 0.002
(0.143) (0.141) (0.099)

Political connection signal 0.040
⇥ contract ⇥ district match (0.199)

Control outcome mean 0.546 0.502 0.544 0.544
Control outcome std. dev. 0.905 0.878 0.910 0.910
Fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes
Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 729 729 1,458 1,458

Notes: District match is coded 1 when the seller’s connection is from the buyer’s home district. Each specification
is estimated using OLS. The outcome is the level of purchase chosen (0 to 3). In Models 1 and 2, I subset the
data to only the transactions in which sellers signaled their connections. Models 3 and 4 include the full sample
and estimate heterogeneous effects by district match. Specifications include randomization block and enumerator
fixed effects. Controls include gender, age, education, employment status, and student status. * denotes p < 0.1,
** denotes p < 0.05, *** denotes p < 0.01 from two-sided tests.
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A.14 Treatments did not raise buyer’s suspicions or skepticism
Political connection treatment

Table A11: Buyer suspicion as predicted by political connection treatment

Outcome: Buyer’s suspicion
(1)

Political connection signal 0.043
(0.062)

Control outcome mean 0.750
Control outcome std. dev. 1.214
Fixed effects Yes
Controls Yes
Observations 1,458
Note: ⇤p<0.1; ⇤⇤p<0.05; ⇤⇤⇤p<0.01

Notes: The specification is estimated using OLS. The outcome is the level of the buyer’s suspicion. The spec-
ification includes randomization block and enumerator fixed effects. Controls include gender, age, education,
employment status, and student status. * denotes p < 0.1, ** denotes p < 0.05, *** denotes p < 0.01 from
two-sided tests.

Optional contract treatment

Table A12: Buyer suspicion as predicted by optional contract treatment

Outcome: Buyer’s suspicion
(1)

Optional contract 0.060
(0.066)

Control outcome mean 0.754
Control outcome std. dev. 1.232
Fixed effects Yes
Controls Yes
Observations 1,458
Note: ⇤p<0.1; ⇤⇤p<0.05; ⇤⇤⇤p<0.01

Notes: The specification is estimated using OLS. The outcome is the level of the buyer’s suspicion. The spec-
ification includes randomization block and enumerator fixed effects. Controls include gender, age, education,
employment status, and student status. * denotes p < 0.1, ** denotes p < 0.05, *** denotes p < 0.01 from
two-sided tests.

A.15 No overreporting of connections
The following table demonstrates that people to whom sellers signaled political connections did
not overstate their own political connections.
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Table A13: Buyers’ political connections as predicted by political connection treatment

Outcome: Buyer is politically connected
(1)

Political connection treatment �0.011
(0.024)

Control outcome mean 0.510
Control outcome std. dev. 0.493
Fixed effects Yes
Controls Yes
Observations 1,458
Note: ⇤p<0.1; ⇤⇤p<0.05; ⇤⇤⇤p<0.01

Notes: The specification is estimated using OLS. The outcome is whether the buyer reported any political connec-
tion. The specification includes randomization block and enumerator fixed effects. Controls include gender, age,
education, employment status, and student status. * denotes p < 0.1, ** denotes p < 0.05, *** denotes p < 0.01
from two-sided tests.

A.16 Deviations from pre-analysis plan
The analyses presented in this paper follow the pre-analysis plan, with the following minor excep-
tions:

1. The pre-analysis plan mistakenly omitted enumerator fixed effects, which I correct here.
Enumerator fixed effects are important for ensuring that variation in enumerators does not
drive results.

2. Due to the sensitive timing of the survey as well as the wishes of the municipal councils,
the final survey did not include questions about respondents’ political affiliation, which were
thus not included as control variables. However, employment status and student status—
predictors of financial status—were added as controls as they affect the likelihood of a buyer
having enough money to purchase the deal. An interaction term between treatment and
buyer/seller coethnicity was also added due to the potential confounding influence of shared
social networks. The changes do not affect my conclusions, however.

3. Due to space constraints, some of the secondary tests mentioned in the pre-analysis plan
were not presented in the main body.

A.17 Solutions to commitment problems in trade
Existing research on solutions to commitment problems in trade fall into two broad categories:
theories in which the state is the primary enforcement mechanism and theories in which it is not.
State solutions for contract enforcement and the security of property rights depend on the state’s
commitment to constrain itself (e.g. North and Weingast 1989; Olson 1993), and, in many contexts,
states possess neither this capacity nor incentive (North 1991; Firmin-Sellers 2007). Examined
in a transaction-cost framework, writing contracts in these environments imposes costs that are
prohibitively costly to overcome (e.g. Coase 1960; Williamson 1985). The other broad strain of
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work focuses on how enforcement emerges outside—or in the absence—of state institutions. In
these studies, considerations such as reputation costs, ethnicity, relational contracts, and various
informal constraints can result in enforcement equilibria even when states are uncooperative (e.g.
Greif 1989; Milgrom, North et al. 1990; North 1991; Greif 1993; Greif, Milgrom and Weingast
1994; Grimard 1997; Baker, Gibbons and Murphy 2002; Brown, Falk and Fehr 2004; Sanchez de
la Sierra 2018). This paper concerns contexts that fall in between: areas where states do have the
capacity to enforce and where institutions are generally cooperative, but where states preferentially
rule in favor of privileged parties.

A.18 Social enforcement mechanisms in Senegal
Given the difficulties of legal enforcement, traders often make use of social heuristic devices to
secure their deals. In-group networks in Senegalformed around ethnic and especially religious
cleavagescan lead to sustained trading equilibria due to enforcement mechanisms such as repu-
tation costs and shared enforcement technologies (Fearon and Laitin 1996; Habyarimana et al.
2007). In Senegal, religious networks are particularly important, with the majority of citizens be-
longing to Islamic brotherhoods characterized by tight-knit social structures with common sources
of authority (Cruise O’Brien 1971; Villalon 1995; Beck 2008; Gottlieb 2017). This carries into the
private sector, where people use ethnicity and religious affiliation as proxies for the probability of
contract defection. However, in the urban environment of Dakar, social networks are less cohesive
than in rural Senegal, and social networks may not substitute for formal contracts as much as they
might in rural areas (Koter 2013).25 These social mechanisms are also less relevant to large-scale
trade and markets where relational contracting is not an option, which is the common type of trade
that my field experiment replicated. Nevertheless, in the results throughout, I control for shared
in-group affiliation to ensure it does not drive results.

25Similarly, in their theoretical framework, Bohnet, Frey and Huck (2001) show that problems of trust are
more pronounced in large group settings, a logic that extends to comparisons between villages and cities.
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